IMPROVING SHOPPER EXPERIENCE…
UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS AND
OPTIMISING YOUR BUSINESS WITH PRECISE KPIs

About
Retailers the world over invest considerably in
understanding consumer buying patterns. With more
people buying online than ever before, high street retailers
are constantly looking at ways to encourage consu mers into
physical shops by providing them with a genuine, positive
shopping experience that they are unable to gain online.
A key part of this experience is the ability to touch and
feel products. No amount of 3D modelling can compare to
holding and examining an object in your hand and using
all of your senses to determine if you like it enough to part
with your hard earned cash! Retailers have to both offer
the shopper this positive tactile experience and determine
the best in-store strategy to maximise sales.
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n THE REQUIREMENT

n THE SOLUTION

However, retailers of high value items, including mobile devices,
audio visual equipment and designer fashion accessories such as
handbags, to name but a few, have to balance the desire of the
shopper to handle the product with the need to secure display
models and prevent them from leaving the store. More often than
not, this is achieved using an unsightly alarm tag or an alarmed
tether / cable locking device. Both of these solutions affect the
consumer‘s contact with the product; the shopper does not get a
true product experience.

Using STANLEY Advanced Technology Solutions, retailers
can indeed perform these ‘conjuring tricks’, from making
the physical security all but disappear whilst still ensuring a
secure environment for the product, through to predicting
sales – and not a magic ball in sight!

Take the case of a mobile phone as a prime example. The customer
often wants to feel the actual weight of the phone and, with
smart phones increasing in size, frequently wants to see if it fits
in their clothing or bag. Moreover, they may well want to walk it
to another display for in-hand product to product comparisons or
experience the interaction with another device like a fit band. With
a security wire attached to the unit, neither of these scenarios is
possible and the visit to the store is partly wasted – they might as
well have gathered the spec information online. Ultimately, the
retailer’s vision of the shopping experience is not fully realised.
Securing the product is obviously important, but what if you
could make the security invisible? What if the product could be
handled without any interference from tags or security wires, yet
the retailer remains confident that the item cannot leave the store?
Furthermore, what if you could actually start to predict how your
customer is likely to react to a specific product in a particular area?
The impact this could have on individual stores could be significant
if the retailer was able to collect data on time and date stamped
analytics showing the daily interactions per product, the hot spots,
the conversion rates and all the business intelligence to manage that
business and increase revenue.

This is achieved through the use of a Sennco Wireless
System, for which STANLEY is the exclusive European
distributor. A major presence in the USA, Sennco Wireless
Systems enable customers to truly experience products
without the intrusion of security measures.
The Sennco Wireless System uses a patented proximity
detection technique based on multiple wireless low and high
frequencies and antennas to get a zoning effect where you
freely operate. It can measure the distance from the display
to the security devices in any direction and any orientation.
A proximity zone alert is built into the compact,
lightweight sensor heads (attached to the product to be
monitored) gently alerting customers when they have left
the ‘safe’ area. If the items remains outside of the safe
zone past the pre determined time, a full alarm is activated
to alert staff.
In addition to the loss prevention alarm status and asset
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tracking function this system offers, retailers have the added
benefit of gleaning key data on the daily interactions of each
product fitted with a sensor. Every interaction with that device is
time and date stamped, enabling retailers to track interactions and
conversion rates, measure the impact of displays and merchandise,
locate hotspots within the store and adjust planograms accordingly.
The data can be put to good use not just for display purposes
but also for staff training and management and supply chain
management. With a Sennco Wireless System invaluable business
intelligence can be obtained with minimal effort and expenditure.
Up to 100 product displays can be monitored with a Sennco
Wireless System and the status of monitored items viewed on
screen. For electrical items, there is a further benefit in that the
system extends the life of displays with a Power Draw Delay which
charges the product when needed. By managing the Power Drain,
it also guarantees the device is powered and fully operational for
customer demonstrations and interactions.

n DATA IN RETAIL – THE WAY FORWARD
Data in retail is shaping the way stores are designed and
displays are configured. Forward thinking retailers are
investing heavily in in-store technology that not only
improves customer experience but also provides retailers with
a far greater understanding of why shoppers are, or aren’t,
buying products in-store. It is being used to understand
where the customer comes in and what they are doing.
A Sennco Wireless System from STANLEY embeds
technology into shopping, for the enhanced experience
both customers and retailers are looking for and allows
them to manage what could not be measured previously.
The potential impact is indeed large, from Sales being
able to measure conversion rate by product interaction
and identify lift duration, to Marketing and Merchandising
being able to identify hot spots and quantify the number of
daily interactions after an advertising campaign; or Supply
Chain knowing in advance the amount of devices that will
be needed and even HR in assessing staff efficiency and
identifying training needs.

